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### Cobb County School District
Student Population Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL YEAR</th>
<th>TOTAL FTE</th>
<th>SCHOOL YEAR</th>
<th>PROJECTED FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>2014-2015 FTE</th>
<th>2019-2020 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CURRENT AVERAGE</td>
<td>CURRENT AVERAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEMENTARY</td>
<td>PK-5</td>
<td>52,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>25,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>34,421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>K-12</td>
<td>111,751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## PROPOSED PROGRAM RECEIPTS

| PROPOSED PROGRAM RECEIPTS | $759,000,000.00 |

## PROPOSED EXPENDITURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New/Replacement Facilities</td>
<td>$165,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition/Modification</td>
<td>$206,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure/Individual School Needs</td>
<td>$103,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety, Security, and Support</td>
<td>$112,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/Technology</td>
<td>$173,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOTAL PROPOSED EXPENDITURES

| TOTAL PROPOSED EXPENDITURES | $759,000,000.00 |

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
### Location

#### Elementary School
- Eastvalley ES Replacement on current East Cobb MS site
- Harmony Leland ES Replacement on Factory Shoals Road site
- King Springs ES Replacement on King Springs ES site

#### Middle School
- Smyrna Area New MS on site to be determined

---

**Total:** $165,000,000
## Location

### High School
- Campbell HS Classroom Addition
- Campbell HS Theater Replacement
- Hillgrove HS Classroom Addition
- Lassiter HS Theater Renovation and Modification
- North Cobb HS CTAE Renovation and Modification
- Osborne HS Theater Replacement
- Pebblebrook HS Classroom Addition
- Pebblebrook HS Gymnasium Replacement
- Pebblebrook HS Theater Replacement
- South Cobb HS Gymnasium Replacement
- Sprayberry HS CTAE Renovation and Modification
- Sprayberry HS Gymnasium Replacement
- Walton HS Tennis Courts and Softball Field (return to campus)
- Wheeler HS Magnet Upgrade and Renovation

### Middle School
- Dickerson MS Classroom Addition
- Dodgen MS Classroom Addition
- Lovinggood MS Classroom Addition

### Administrative
- Central Office Instructional Support Center Modification/Consolidation

---

Total: $206,000,000.00

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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General
Sitework (Includes Turf Field Replacement for each High School)
Thermal & Moisture Protection
Doors, Windows, Hardware Finishes
Specialties
Conveying Systems Mechanical
Electrical

INFRASTRUCTURE & INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL NEEDS TOTAL: $103,000,000.00
### Initiative Name

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buses, Vehicles, &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>Replacement of school buses and support vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Equipment for Schools and Public Safety</td>
<td>Provide mobile communication for staff and public safety officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Aided Dispatch Equipment</td>
<td>Provide mobile data terminals for CCSD police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses Incidental to Capital Projects</td>
<td>Costs associated with administration of SPLOST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Nutrition Services Needs</td>
<td>Local School building/kitchen renovations; provide HVAC and Utility Distribution System to kitchens; hood replacement; replacement of large kitchen equipment including, but not limited to walk-in coolers and freezers, ice machines, steam kettles, ovens, steamers, and serving lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth &amp; Replacement - Furniture, Equipment, &amp; Finishes</td>
<td>Funding to support the furniture and equipment needs resulting from staffing/enrollment growth/academic program enhancements and replacement of items which are beyond economical repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Acquisition</td>
<td>Purchase land for school district sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Administrative Costs</td>
<td>Audit Fees, Bank Charges, Advertisements, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records Management Needs</td>
<td>Purchase electronic records management system, annual license, and associated maintenance costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety &amp; Security, Signage, Traffic Control, &amp; Code Compliance</td>
<td>Support safety &amp; security fencing, related signage, traffic flow and traffic control indicators, and correct code compliance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
<td>Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance Cameras</td>
<td>Digital surveillance recording equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undesignated Classrooms</td>
<td>Unassigned Classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse Needs</td>
<td>Support items for Warehouse activities. Pave existing parking lot and add additional parking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $112,000,000.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADA Compliance-required and Safety Modifications</strong></td>
<td>Make buildings ADA compliant as well as accessible and functional for students with disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assistive Technology Equipment</strong></td>
<td>Technology equipment to support the learning needs of students with disabilities (i.e. hearing aids, braille machines, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centralized Video System</strong></td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Center Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity</strong></td>
<td>Provide capability to recover from a disaster within the main data center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Center Equipment Replacement</strong></td>
<td>Replace data center equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</strong></td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</strong></td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>District Servers Replacement</strong></td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment &amp; Software for Students with Disabilities</strong></td>
<td>Equipment for students who are deaf or hard of hearing, students with visual impairments, and students with other disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment to Support Physical Disabilities</strong></td>
<td>Equipment for students with physical disabilities that is required for them to access transportation and the school building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial Systems Enhancement/Equipment Replacement</strong></td>
<td>Replace and maintain Financial Services applications and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</strong></td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Resources/Payroll Systems Enhancement/Equipment Replacement</strong></td>
<td>Replace and maintain Human Resources and Payroll applications and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language Systems</strong></td>
<td>Language systems for World Language classrooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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## Initiative Name

### Learning Commons
Transition media centers to learning commons.

### Learning Management System
Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports.

### Learning Resources
Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

### Maintenance of Fine Arts Performance Facilities
Theater updates, choral room updates, sound and lighting systems.

### Network Access Control
Provide network security.

### Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms.

### Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - District
Replacement of computing devices for students, teachers, and staff.

### Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

### Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom.

### Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
Replace and maintain duplication equipment.

### Robotics Lab
Establish a dedicated space for the establishment of a robotics program in high schools.

### Student Information Systems Enhancement/Replacement
Replace and maintain student information and recording systems.

### Student Learning, STEM, College and Career and/or Innovation Spaces
Transition current spaces to innovation labs, STEM labs, engineering, or comparable student learning spaces.

**Total**: $173,000,000.00

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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**Projects:**

1. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network
2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network
3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment
4. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers
5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
6. **Learning Management System**  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
7. **Learning Resources**  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
8. **Network Access Control**  
   Provide network security
9. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
10. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
11. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
12. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment
13. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
14. **School Security Improvements - Interior**  
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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15 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

Replace canopy at car drop-off line
Facility Name:  Addison ES  
Facility No.:  0289

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Fire Alarm
   Replace existing fire alarm system

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC and controls

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
### Facilitiy Summary of Approved Projects

**Facility Name:** Adult Education Center

**Projects:**

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

6. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

7. **Mechanical - HVAC - Controls**
   - Replace HVAC controls

8. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

9. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
   - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. **Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation**
    - Renovate Toilet Rooms

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**
    - Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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Facility Name: Allatoona HS  
Facility No.: 0209

Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

5. **Electrical - Lighting - Interior - High Bay**  
   Replace existing gymnasium light fixtures with high bay LED fixtures

6. **Electrical - Lighting - Site - Pole**  
   Replace existing exterior light fixtures with LED fixtures

7. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8. **Learning Management System**  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9. **Learning Resources**  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10. **Mechanical - Plumbing - Sewer Lift Station**  
    Replace sewer lift station

11. **Network Access Control**  
    Provide network security

12. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

13. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

14. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

15. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

16. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

18 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
## Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Doors & Windows & Hardware - Door & Hardware Replacement - Interior**
   - Replace interior doors and hardware on Buildings 2320 & 232A

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Mechanical - HVAC**
   - Replace HVAC and controls

10. **Network Access Control**
    - Provide network security

11. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Austell ES
Facility No.: 0207

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Sound System - Gymnasium
   Replace sound system in PE area and Cafeteria

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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Facility Name: Awtrey MS
Facility No.: 4050

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC and controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
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Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Baker ES
Facility No.: 0189

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Barber MS
Facility No.: 0407

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
## SPECIAL PURPOSE LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX (ED-SPLOST V)

### FACILITY SUMMARY OF APPROVED PROJECTS

| Facility Name: Belmont Hills ES |
|---------------------|------------------|
| Facility No.: 1052  |                  |

### Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Electrical - Main Switchgear & Panel Upgrades**
   - Replace main switchgear

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof
Facility Name: Big Shanty ES
Facility No.: 0504

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Finishes - Painting
   Repaint interior and exterior of building

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Birney ES  
Facility No.: 0173

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Doors &amp; Windows &amp; Hardware - Door &amp; Hardware Replacement - Interior</td>
<td>Replace interior doors and hardware in Buildings 2440, 2A4A, 2B4B, &amp; 2B4C; replace kitchen door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Learning Management System</td>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Learning Resources</td>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Network Access Control</td>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Painting
   Repaint the interior and exterior of the building

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Brown Facility

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. Renovation - Add Adult Toilet Rooms
    Renovate existing facility to add adult toilet rooms

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Brumby ES
Facility No.: 0808

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name:    Bryant ES
Facility No.:    0592

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Electrical - Fire Alarm
   Replace existing fire alarm system

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC & controls

10 Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15 School Security Improvements - Exterior

CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Bullard ES
Facility No.: 0104

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - Plumbing - Sewer Lift Station
   Replace motors, guide rails, and floats on sewer lift station

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
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Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Sitework - Playground Equipment

Replace existing playscape and surfacing
### Projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Number</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Addition - HS (Larger than 20,000 GSF)</td>
<td>Additional classrooms to accommodate increase in student enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Addition - HS Theater</td>
<td>Construct new 750 seat theater and black box Drama classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Addition - Site Elements Relocation</td>
<td>Relocate underground utilities for theater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Centralized Video System</td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Conveying Systems - Elevator</td>
<td>Replace elevator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>District Servers Replacement</td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical - Fire Alarm</td>
<td>Replace existing fire alarm system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Electrical - Lighting - Interior - High Bay</td>
<td>Replace existing gymnasium light fixtures with high bay LED fixtures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Electrical - Lighting - Site - Pole</td>
<td>Replace existing exterior light fixtures with LED fixtures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Learning Management System</td>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Learning Resources</td>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Network Access Control</td>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
  Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

18 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
  Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

19 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
  Replace and maintain duplication equipment

20 School Security Improvements - Exterior
  CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

21 School Security Improvements - Interior
  Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

22 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf
  Replace artificial turf on football field
Facility Name: Campbell MS
Facility No.: 0290

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14 School Security Improvements - Interior
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace roof

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Electrical - Sound System - Cafeteria
   Replace sound system in Cafeteria

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016  
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Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Electrical - Lighting - Site - Pole
   Replace exterior lighting

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musicals, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Clarkdale ES  
Facility No.: 0413  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | Centralized Video System  
Enhance the district's coaxial network |
| 2        | District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
Maintain the district network |
| 3        | District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment |
| 4        | District Servers Replacement  
Replace school servers |
| 5        | Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting  
Replace flooring in Music Room |
| 6        | Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment |
| 7        | Learning Management System  
Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports |
| 8        | Learning Resources  
Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards. |
| 9        | Network Access Control  
Provide network security |
| 10       | Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms |
| 11       | Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
Replacement of computing devices for teachers. |
| 12       | Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom |
| 13       | Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
Replace and maintain duplication equipment |
| 14       | School Security Improvements - Exterior  
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features. |
| 15       | School Security Improvements - Interior |
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Clay ES
Facility No.: 3054

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Compton ES
Facility No.: 3556

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Doors & Windows & Hardware - Door & Hardware Replacement - Interior
   Replace interior doors on Buildings 2410 & 241D

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Cooper MS
Facility No.: 0502

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources,
   content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers
   and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Mechanical - HVAC - Controls
   Replace existing HVAC controls

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs
   require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to
   each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or
   groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Site Signage - Electronic Messageboard

Install new digital message board
Facility Name: Daniell MS  
Facility No.: 4056

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC & Controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Install canopy at bus parking and car drop off areas

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Projects:

1. Addition - MS (Less than 20,000 GSF)
   - Additional classrooms to accommodate increase in student population

2. Addition - Site Elements Relocation
   - Relocation of existing underground utilities

3. Centralized Video System
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

4. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   - Maintain the district network

5. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6. District Servers Replacement
   - Replace school servers

7. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8. Learning Management System
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9. Learning Resources
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10. Network Access Control
    - Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. Renovation - MS
    - Renovate existing Media Center/Learning Commons into classrooms and supporting spaces.


All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Addition - MS (Less than 20,000 GSF)
   Additional classroom to accommodate increase in student enrollment

2. Addition - Site Elements Relocation
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

3. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

4. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

5. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

7. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. Renovation - MS
    Renovate existing Media Center/Learning Commons for 6 classrooms and supporting spaces. Net increase of 6 IUs.


All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Dowell ES  
Facility No.: 0190

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Main Switchgear & Panel Upgrades  
   Replace main switchgear

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Mechanical - HVAC  
   Replace HVAC & Controls

10. Network Access Control  
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof on Building 2012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | Centralized Video System  
          Enhance the district's coaxial network |
| 2        | District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
          Maintain the district network |
| 3        | District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
          Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment |
| 4        | District Servers Replacement  
          Replace school servers |
| 5        | Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting  
          Replace flooring |
| 6        | Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
          Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment |
| 7        | Learning Management System  
          Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports |
| 8        | Learning Resources  
          Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards. |
| 9        | Network Access Control  
          Provide network security |
| 10       | Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
          Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms |
| 11       | Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
          Replacement of computing devices for teachers. |
| 12       | Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
          Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom |
| 13       | Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
          Replace and maintain duplication equipment |
| 14       | School Security Improvements - Exterior  
          CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features. |
| 15       | School Security Improvements - Interior |

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14 School Security Improvements - Interior
   Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace roof

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: East Cobb MS
Facility No.: 0810

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: East Side ES  
Facility No.: 0112

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Painting  
   Repaint interior and exterior of building

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
## Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

9. **New School - Adverse Site Conditions**
   - Unforeseen adverse site conditions: Rock, Soil, Water, Utilities

10. **New School - Elementary**
    - Construct new Elementary School

11. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Demolition - Building

Demolish East Cobb MS buildings

18 Sitework - Demolition - Slab, Footings, & Foundation

Demolish all slabs, footings, foundations, & underground utilities for East Cobb MS
Facility Name: Fair Oaks ES  
Facility No.: 3058

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources,  
   content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers  
   and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. Renovation - Add Adult Toilet Rooms  
    Renovate existing facility to add adult toilet rooms

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs  
    require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to  
    each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or  
    groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
## Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

9. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
   - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14. **School Security Improvements - Interior**
    - Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. **Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace roof

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Ford ES  
Facility No.: 0292

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Specialties - Site Signage - Electronic Messageboard

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Install digital message board
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Sound System - Gymnasium
   Replace sound system in PE area and Cafeteria

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Mechanical - HVAC - Controls
   Replace existing HVAC controls

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
## Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace roof
Facility Name: Garrison Mill ES
Facility No.: 0185

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Green Acres ES
Facility No.: 0397

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Mechanical - HVAC - Controls
   Replace existing HVAC controls

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up
   Replace roof
Facility Name: Griffin MS
Facility No.: 2560

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof
Facility Name: Harmony Leland ES Replacement
Facility No.: N/A

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9. New School - Adverse Site Conditions
   Unforeseen adverse site conditions: Rock, Soil, Water, Utilities

10. New School - Elementary
    Construct new Elementary School

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Lighting - Interior - High Bay
   Replace existing gymnasium light fixtures with high bay LED fixtures

6. Electrical - Lighting - Site - Pole
   Replace existing exterior light fixtures with LED fixtures

7. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Hayes ES  
Facility No.: 0194

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network
2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network
3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment
4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers
5. Electrical - Main Switchgear & Panel Upgrades  
   Replace main switchgear
6. Finishes - Painting  
   Repaint interior and exterior of building
7. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
8. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
9. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
10. Network Access Control  
    Provide network security
11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment
15. School Security Improvements - Exterior  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Electrical - Sound System - Gymnasium
   Replace sound system in PE area and Cafeteria

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   - Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   - Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Emergency Generator - MS
   - Replace emergency generator

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   - Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Metal Lockers - Student

Replace lockers in Boys and Girls locker rooms
Facility Name: Hillgrove HS
Facility No.: 0707

Projects:

1 Addition - HS (Less than 20,000 GSF)
   Classroom addition to accommodate increase in student enrollment

2 Addition - Site Elements Relocation
   Relocate gas, water, sewer

3 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

4 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

5 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

7 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

11 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
Facility Name: Hollydale ES
Facility No.: 4560

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Finishes - Painting
   Repaint interior and exterior of building

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Keheley ES
Facility No.: 0187

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Kell HS
Facility No.: 0103

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Lighting - Interior - High Bay
   Replace existing gymnasium light fixtures with high bay LED fixtures

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf
Replace artificial turf on football field
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Specialties - Site Signage - Electronic Messageboard

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Install new digital message board
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Emergency Generator - ES
   Install emergency generator

6. Electrical - Main Switchgear & Panel Upgrades
   Replace main switchgear

7. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10. Mechanical - HVAC
    Replace HVAC & Controls

11. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

12. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

13. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

14. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

15. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment


All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Kennesaw Mountain HS  
Facility No.: 0101  

Projects:  

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network  

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network  

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment  

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers  

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment  

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports  

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.  

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security  

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms  

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.  

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom  

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment  

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.  

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.  

15. Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf  

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace artificial turf on football field

16 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof on Fine Arts Building
Facility Name: Kennesaw Warehouse

Projects:

1 Warehouse Needs

Support items for Warehouse activities. Pave existing parking lot and add additional parking
Facility Name: Kincaid ES
Facility No.: 0273

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
## Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. **Learning Management System**  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. **Learning Resources**  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. **Network Access Control**  
   Provide network security

9. **New School - Adverse Site Conditions**  
   Unforeseen adverse site conditions: Rock, Soil, Water, Utilities

10. **New School - Elementary**  
    Construct new Elementary School

11. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Labelle ES
Facility No.: 3062

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof on Buildings 2010 & 2030
Facility Name: Lassiter HS  
Facility No.: 0381

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting  
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Mechanical - HVAC  
   Replace HVAC in building 5020

10. Network Access Control  
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. Renovation - HS  
    Renovate existing theater


All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

18 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
Facility Name: Lewis ES  
Facility No.: 0287

### Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. **Learning Management System**  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. **Learning Resources**  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. **Mechanical - HVAC**  
   Replace HVAC & Controls

9. **Network Access Control**  
   Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Lindley MS
Facility No.: 0202

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC - Controls
   Replace existing HVAC controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Site Signage - Electronic Messageboard

Install new digital message board
Facility Name: Lindley Sixth Grade Academy  
Facility No.: 0309

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network
2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network
3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment
4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers
5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting  
   Replace flooring
6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
7. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
8. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
9. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security
10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Lost Mountain MS
Facility No.: 0499

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Lovinggood MS
Facility No.: 0607

Projects:

1. Addition - MS (Less than 20,000 GSF)
   Additional classrooms to accommodate increase in student enrollment

2. Addition - Site Elements Relocation
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

3. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

4. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

5. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

7. Finishes - Flooring - Resilient Athletic Flooring
   Replace flooring in Enclosed PE Area

8. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

9. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

10. Learning Resources
    Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

11. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

12. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

13. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

14. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

15. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment


All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

17 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14 School Security Improvements - Interior
   Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15 Sitework - Playground Equipment

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies
Install canopy at front entrance

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: McCall PS
Facility No.: 0107

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: McCleskey MS  
Facility No.: 0184

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - Plumbing - Water Cooler  
   Replace existing electric water coolers and add water coolers to new science wings

9. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior  

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: McClure MS  
Facility No.: 0507

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5 Finishes - Flooring - Wood Flooring - Refinish  
   Refinish gymnasium floor

6 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7 Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8 Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9 Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior  
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: McEachern HS  
Facility No.: 1064

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - Plumbing - Piping
   Replace piping in Macland Hall and Junior and Senior Buildings

9. Mechanical - Plumbing - Water Cooler
   Replace water coolers in Russell Hall, Murray Hall, Macland Hall, JR & SR Buildings, Vocational Building, Lovinggood Gymnasium, Dobbs Hall, Business Tech Building, Keith Theater Building

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field

18 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof on Dobbs Hall and Career Tech Building
Facility Name: Milford ES
Facility No.: 3064

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC and controls

10. Network Access Control
    Provide network security

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Mount Bethel ES
Facility No.: 0278

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network
2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network
3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment
4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers
5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
15. Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Replace roof

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Mountain View ES
Facility No.: 0809

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Murdock ES
Facility No.: 0375

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - Plumbing - Fixtures
   Replace toilet fixtures

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Nicholson ES
Facility No.: 0391

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC & Controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Toilet Partitions & Accessories

Replace toilet partitions in Building 2010
Facility Name: Nickajack ES  
Facility No.: 0199

Projects:
1 Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network
2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network
3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment
4 District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers
5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
6 Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
7 Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
8 Network Access Control  
   Provide network security
9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment
13 Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation  
   Renovate existing toilet rooms
14 School Security Improvements - Exterior  
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.
15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: North Cobb HS
Facility No.: 2056

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. Conveying Systems - Elevator
   Replace elevators

3. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

4. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

5. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. Renovation - HS
    Renovate existing CTAE classrooms

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field

18 Thermal & Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up

Replace roof on buildings 5010, 5011, & 5012
Facility Name: Norton Park ES  
Facility No.: 1066

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 School Security Improvements - Exterior  
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14 School Security Improvements - Interior  
   Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace existing canopy at bus parking with larger canopy
Facility Name: Oakwood Facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Learning Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Learning Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Mechanical - HVAC - Gymnasium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install HVAC in Gymnasium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Network Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Thermal &amp; Moisture Protection - Roofing - Built Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace roof on Buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
### Projects:

1. **Addition - HS Theater**
   - Construct new theater and support spaces

2. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

3. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

4. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

5. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
### Facility Name: Palmer MS
### Facility No.: 0602

#### Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network
2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network
3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment
4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers
5. **Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting**
   - Replace flooring
6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment
7. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports
8. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.
9. **Mechanical - HVAC - Controls**
   - Replace HVAC controls
10. **Network Access Control**
    - Provide network security
11. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms
12. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.
13. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom
14. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment
15. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
**Facility Name:** Pebblebrook HS  
**Facility No.:** 4066

### Projects:

1. **Addition - HS (Larger than 20,000 GSF)**  
   Additional classrooms to accommodate increase in student enrollment

2. **Addition - HS Gymnasium**  
   Addition of new Gymnasium

3. **Addition - HS Theater**  
   Addition of 750 seat theater and support spaces for Performing Arts Center

4. **Addition - Site Elements Relocation**  
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

5. **Addition - Site Elements Relocation**  
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

6. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

7. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

8. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

9. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

10. **Electrical - Sub-Panel Upgrades**  
    Replace old electrical panel in main building. Install new electrical panels in each hallway.

11. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
    Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

12. **Learning Management System**  
    Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

13. **Learning Resources**  
    Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

14. **Network Access Control**  
    Provide network security

15. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

16. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

17 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

18 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

19 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

20 School Security Improvements - Interior
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

21 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf
    Replace artificial turf on football field

22 Sitework - Demolition - Building
    Demolish existing gymnasium (5020)

23 Sitework - Demolition - Building
    Demolish existing theater building

24 Sitework - Demolition - Slab, Footings, & Foundation
    Demolish slab, footings, foundation, and underground utilities of gymnasium

25 Sitework - Demolition - Slab, Footings, & Foundation
    Demolish slab, footings, foundation, & underground utilities at existing theater
Facility Name: Pickett's Mill ES  
Facility No.: 0109

### Projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Learning Management System</td>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Learning Resources</td>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Network Access Control</td>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
<td>Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Install canopy at front entrance
Facility Name: Pine Mountain MS  
Facility No.: 0280

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Specialties - Site Signage - Electronic Messageboard

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Install digital message board

16 Specialties - Toilet Partitions & Accessories

Replace toilet partitions in Building 4010
Facility Name: Pitner ES  
Facility No.: 0204

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

14 School Security Improvements - Interior
    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Install canopy at car drop off

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Pope HS  
Facility No.: 0188

Projects:

1. Addition - Concession/Toilets  
   Demolish existing toilet rooms and concession building at football stadium and build new

2. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

3. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

4. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

5. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
Facility Name: Powder Springs ES
Facility No.: 0489

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Painting
   Repaint interior and exterior of building

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Powers Ferry ES  
Facility No.: 1067

Projects:
1. Centralized Video System  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance  
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement  
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control  
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Facility Name: Riverside ES
Facility No.: 0102

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC - Controls
   Replace HVAC controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
### Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting**
   - Replace flooring

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Rocky Mount ES
Facility No.: 0378

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Mechanical - HVAC
   Replace HVAC & Controls

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Sanders ES  
Facility No.: 0398

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Sound System - Gymnasium
   Replace existing sound system in PE area

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Sedalia Park ES
Facility No.: 5067

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Painting
   Repaint the interior and exterior of the building

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Shallowford Falls ES  
Facility No.: 0291  

## Projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Electrical - Emergency Generator - ES</td>
<td>Replace emergency generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Learning Management System</td>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Learning Resources</td>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Network Access Control</td>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

Install canopy at car drop off area
Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Skyview Facility
Facility No.: 1068

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Finishes - Flooring - VET & Carpeting
   Replace flooring

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
## Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**
   - Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**
   - Replace school servers

5. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. **Learning Management System**
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. **Learning Resources**
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. **Network Access Control**
   - Provide network security

9. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**
   - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. **Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation**
    - Renovate existing toilet rooms

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**
    - CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Smyrna Area New MS  
Facility No.: N/A

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9. New School - Adverse Site Conditions
   Unforeseen adverse site conditions: Rock, Soil, Water, Utilities

10. New School - Middle
    Construct new Middle School

11. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

12. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

13. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

14. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

15. School Security Improvements - Exterior
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
### Projects:

1. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

3. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

5. **Finishes - Acoustical Systems - Wall Panels**  
   Install sound absorption panels in the Cafeteria

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**  
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**  
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Network Access Control**  
   Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**  
    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. **School Security Improvements - Interior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Sope Creek ES  
Facility No.: 0478

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Muscular instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13. Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
    Renovate existing toilet rooms

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: South Cobb HS  
Facility No.: 3056  

### Projects:

1. **Addition - HS Gymnasium**  
   Addition of new gymnasium

2. **Addition - Site Elements Relocation**  
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

3. **Centralized Video System**  
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

4. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   Maintain the district network

5. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6. **District Servers Replacement**  
   Replace school servers

7. **Electrical - Lighting - Interior - High Bay**  
   Replace existing gymnasium light fixtures with high bay LED fixtures

8. **Electrical - Sub-Panel Upgrades**  
   Replace old electrical panel in main building. Install electrical panels in each hallway.

9. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

10. **Learning Management System**  
    Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

11. **Learning Resources**  
    Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

12. **Mechanical - HVAC**  
    Replace HVAC & Controls in newest gymnasium

13. **Mechanical - Plumbing - Sanitary Sewer**  
    Replace sewer line on visitor's side of stadium

14. **Mechanical - Plumbing - Water Cooler**  
    Replace water coolers in building

15. **Network Access Control**  
    Provide network security

16. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

17 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

18 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

19 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

20 Renovation - HS
   Renovate original gymnasium into wrestling room and weight room

21 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

22 School Security Improvements - Interior
   Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

23 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf
   Replace artificial turf on football field

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Projects:

1 Addition - HS Gymnasium
   Addition of new gymnasium

2 Addition - Site Elements Relocation
   Relocation of existing underground utilities

3 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

4 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

5 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

6 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

7 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

8 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

9 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

10 Mechanical - HVAC - Cooling Tower
    Replace cooling tower and chillers

11 Network Access Control
    Provide network security

12 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

13 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

14 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

15 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

16 Renovation - HS

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Renovate existing facility for Weight Lifting and Storage; Renovate existing CTAE building

17 School Security Improvements - Exterior

CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

18 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

19 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field
## Projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Finishes - Flooring - VET &amp; Carpeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Learning Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Learning Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Mechanical - HVAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace HVAC &amp; Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Network Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Tapp MS
Facility No.: 0475

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Main Switchgear & Panel Upgrades
   Replace main switchgear

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel; identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies

Install canopy at bus parking
Facility Name: Teasley ES  
Facility No.: 4068

Projects:

1 Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district’s coaxial network

2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district’s telephony and network equipment

4 District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5 Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6 Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7 Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8 Network Access Control
   Provide network security

9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
   Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
   Replace and maintain duplication equipment

13 Renovation - Toilet Room Renovation
   Renovate existing toilet rooms in buildings constructed prior to 2015

14 School Security Improvements - Exterior
   CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15 School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Timber Ridge ES
Facility No.: 0491

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Electrical - Lighting - Site - Pole
   Replace existing parking lots lights and add additional lights at bus parking area

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.
Facility Name: Tritt ES
Facility No.: 0181

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Sitework - Playground Equipment

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace existing playscape and surfacing
Facility Name: Varner ES
Facility No.: 0191

Projects:

1. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

2. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

3. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

4. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

5. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

6. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

7. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

8. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

   Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

10. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

11. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

12. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

    Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

15. Sitework - Playground Equipment

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Replace existing playscape and surfacing - Primary

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Vaughan ES  
Facility No.: 0197  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Centralized Video System</td>
<td>Enhance the district's coaxial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 District Network Enhancement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintain the district network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 District Servers Replacement</td>
<td>Replace school servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Growth, Replacement, &amp; Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment</td>
<td>Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Learning Management System</td>
<td>Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, &amp; learning supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Learning Resources</td>
<td>Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Network Access Control</td>
<td>Provide network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms</td>
<td>Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers &amp; Staff</td>
<td>Replacement of computing devices for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement</td>
<td>Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance</td>
<td>Replace and maintain duplication equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 School Security Improvements - Exterior</td>
<td>CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 School Security Improvements - Interior</td>
<td>Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Specialties - Prefabricated Canopies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
Install canopy at car drop off area

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Facility Name: Walton HS
Facility No.: 0120

Projects:

1. Addition - Concession/Toilets
   Construct softball field house & toilet/concession/scorekeep building

2. Centralized Video System
   Enhance the district's coaxial network

3. District Network Enhancement/Maintenance
   Maintain the district network

4. District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement
   Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

5. District Servers Replacement
   Replace school servers

6. Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment
   Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. Learning Management System
   Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. Learning Resources
   Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. Network Access Control
   Provide network security

10. Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms
    Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff
    Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement
    Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance
    Replace and maintain duplication equipment

    CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

15. School Security Improvements - Interior

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.
Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

16 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf
Replace artificial turf on football field

17 Sitework - Athletic Fields
Site development for and construction of new softball field and tennis courts, & athletic amenities, including parking.
### Facility Summary of Approved Projects

**Facility Name:** Wheeler HS  
**Facility No.:** 1069

#### Projects:

1. **Addition - HS (Less than 20,000 GSF)**  
   - Construct softball toilet/concession/scorekeep building

2. **Centralized Video System**  
   - Enhance the district's coaxial network

3. **District Network Enhancement/Maintenance**  
   - Maintain the district network

4. **District Phone System Enhancement/Replacement**  
   - Replace and maintain the district's telephony and network equipment

5. **District Servers Replacement**  
   - Replace school servers

6. **Growth, Replacement, & Maintenance of Fine Arts Instruments and Equipment**  
   - Musical instruments, digital music technologies, kilns, and visual arts equipment

7. **Learning Management System**  
   - Common digital platform for students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to access learning resources, content, & learning supports

8. **Learning Resources**  
   - Publisher produced and locally developed content to align with the instructional and learning needs of teachers and students as it aligns with the Cobb Teaching and Learning standards.

9. **Network Access Control**  
   - Provide network security

10. **Obsolete Audio Visual Equipment Enhancement/Replacement - Classrooms**  
    - Replace and maintain audio visual equipment for classrooms

11. **Obsolete Computing Device Replacement - Teachers & Staff**  
    - Replacement of computing devices for teachers.

12. **Obsolete Interactive Classroom Devices Enhancement/Replacement**  
    - Replace and maintain interactive devices in classroom

13. **Obsolete Print/Copy/Duplicate Solution - Replacement/Maintenance**  
    - Replace and maintain duplication equipment

14. **Renovation - HS**  
    - Renovate existing classrooms to include STEM classrooms; Renovate existing magnet building for standard classrooms

15. **School Security Improvements - Exterior**

---

All budgetary costs are planning estimates, and changes in circumstances or innovations may require modification. Items listed are in no particular order.

Published: 9/14/2016
CCSD facilities need to be accessible to many people during and after normal hours. Increased security needs require that staff members be confident that the doors, windows, and locks can completely control access to each facility. This program will provide controlled access to only authorized personnel, identify any person or groups in the building when they enter as well as numerous other features.

16 School Security Improvements - Interior

Provide security modifications and upgrades for schools by improving interior accessibility as well as strengthened infrastructure where appropriate. Such improvements will provide a greater level of safety and enhance the security within the school facilities.

17 Sitework - Athletic & Recreational Surfacing - Artificial Turf

Replace artificial turf on football field

18 Sitework - Softball field

Relocate softball field; includes concessions/toilet/scorekeepers building